DEDICATED SERVERS: PRODUCT BRIEF

Dedicated Servers
DDoS Protected High Performance Dedicated Servers

Dedicated Servers are way more flexible than other hosting options giving your
organization full control over the security settings, choice of operating system, hardware
configuration, and what applications you want to run on the server. We offer a wide range
of brand new dedicated servers - high performance and top of the line branded hardware.
We have presence in DCs all over the globe so we can offer you servers from US, Canada,
Europe, Asia and even Australia. Most importantly, our long-standing relationship and
partnership deals with the Datacenters allow us to offer you the best deals in the market!
You can subscribe to our easy manage addon for full server management & advanced ddos
protection addon for round-the-clock anti-ddos security.
Global Infrastructure
We have presence in Datacenters over 5 continents which allows
ups to provide secure, high performance dedicated servers and
wide choice of locations for you. This enables you to pick up the
best server location for your audience and even setup multilocation servers with our bundle server deals. With our global
network capacity of over 15 Tbps, we can offer you very high
bandwidth - 10TB or more & in some locations, unmetered
bandwidth! You never have to worry about your hosting running
out of bandwidth again just because you have high traffic or
streaming on your server.

DDoS Protection
The best part about our global network is that we have Anti-DDoS
capabilities thanks to our enterprise-grade hardware firewalls and
clean pipe network. We offer free lite DDoS protection with all our
dedicated servers worth $500. If your websites come under
massive attack, we will always have your back. Our advanced
DDoS protection addon got you covered from all kinds of
malicious DDoS attacks - be it Syn Flood, Application Layer 7
Attack or HTTP attack. For sensitive websites prone to frequent
attacks, we can setup monitoring to pro-actively take preemptive
actions whenever your service comes under attack.

Technical & Business
Benefits
 Save money by getting the
best deals in the industry
 Peace of mind with easy
manage server addon
 Flat pricing, no bandwidth
overrage charges
 Get protection with our free
lite DDoS security
 Get redundancy through
our managed backup
addon
 Tier IV datacenter server
provisioning on request
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Monitoring & Easy Manage Addon
We pride ourselves in possessing one of the best support teams in the industry. So trust us when we say
that with Easy Manage we will give you Hardware Support, Network Support, Firewall Configuration, OS
Reloads, Server Hardening, Uptime Monitoring, Managed Backups and periodic Maintenance Tasks. This
allows you to keep your eye on the prize - growing your business and leaving the rest to us. We maintain,
optimize and secure your infrastructure alongside giving you a cost-efficient solution.

Transparent Pricing Model
We believe in fair business dealings and transparency in the entire array of our business operations. We
disclose everything before you get in the contract with us - no hidden charges whatsoever. We deliver on
whatever we promise and hold-on to that till the end of the contract. This allows you to plan your financial
resources adequately without having to worry about a surprise credit card charge waiting for you!

BlockDoS is a leading Canadian organization, established in 2005 as the most Secured Dedicated Hosting and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
Mitigation Service provider. We guarantee 99.9% uptime SLA on Enterprise Protection solution. Once your website is secured by BlockDoS, all the traffic
will be routed through our global network of high-powered servers that inspect all incoming traffic, keeping hackers out while accelerating your traffic.
BlockDoS delivers state of the art IT security solutions and excellence in business performance by ensuring a high level of security of the IT services;
delivering a cost effective and sustained level of security that is aligned with needs of our clients; and developing and maintaining high levels of
confidentiality, integrity and availability.
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